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CarpetFirst are the first to admit that sometimes “good old-fashioned elbow grease”
is as effective a cleaning solution as any however when providing cleaning services
to their extensive clientele in and around London the CarpetFirst team go a step
further.
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CarpetFirst are the first to admit that sometimes “good old-fashioned elbow grease” is as
effective a cleaning solution as any however when providing cleaning services to their extensive clientele in and
around London the CarpetFirst team go a step further.

As professional cleaners, specialising in carpets, rugs, hardwoods and upholstery cleaning, CarpetFirst utilise up to
date and proven methods of cleaning to ensure that the end result is as effective as possible.

The CarpetFirst hot water extraction process provides carpeting with a deep clean, lifting dirt, grime and cleaning
effectively. Perfect for removing stains, spots and importantly allergens from carpets and rugs throughout commercial
and residential properties, the hot water extraction process may be altered to suit all type of carpeting so that even
very sensitive fabrics may benefit from this cleaning type.

Sissy Tasheva – the CarpetFirst Operations Manager says, “It is essential that our employees are concerned not
only with the cleaning process; they need to be aware of the delicacy of different fabrics and carpets so that the
deep clean is effective and prolongs the life of the home or office carpets and upholstery. To ensure that clients
receive the very best service and that the cleaning methods employed are suitable for each situation we, as a
company, invest a lot of time and money in staff training. To further reassure customers all of our employees carry
full insurance so that homes and office buildings may be deep cleaned while the client enjoys complete peace of
mind ”.

Throughout their domestic cleaning services CarpetFirst staffs employ the latest innovations in steam cleaning to
ensure that a wide variety of areas including tiles, bathrooms, ovens and cookers, furniture and more and thoroughly
cleaned. A highly effective form of cleaning, clients are made aware that this steam cleaning method is likely to be
used during the booking due to the efficiency with which this cleaning equipment operates.

Committed to providing quick, careful and highly effective cleaning in homes and commercial properties, CarpetFirst
recognise the need to keep up to date with modern cleaning technologies and in doing so are able to offer a highly
competitive service.

To contact CarpetFirst to discuss methods of cleaning, available services or to obtain a no-obligation quote for any of
the carpet and upholstery cleaning services on offer in January, call 020 8099 8444 or email via the website at
http://www.carpetfirst.co.uk.
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